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With that said, here are my thoughts.What I liked:-Unlike in Creating a Champion, the in-game screenshots are well-lit and large enough to see clearly.-The list of all in-game recipes.What I didn't like:-The book seemed to drastically over-estimate how difficult the game was, to the point where I almost began to wonder if it was even talking about the
same game I play. The guide doesn’t only provide details on how to beat the game, not only in its main story but in every side and shrine quest provided in its main story and DLC, but also enriches the main story of the game with lush, haunting descriptions of the calamity that spurred the plot to Breath of the Wild. This book, by comparison, has
encyclopedic scope and features hundreds of pieces of artwork, (both concept art and the finalized art for the game) with detailed descriptions of how they brought these initial art concepts to life in the years of development for the game (and the changes they made to the initial designs, why they made them, and how the changes made the initial
concepts into a reality while playing the game. May 15, 2022 Benjamin Honeycutt rated it it was amazing A gorgeous, page turning strategy guide worthy of this iconic addition to the Legend of Zelda franchise. Reading this book (after buying it as a gift as a brother), had convinced me (as someone who has already beaten the game), that this is just as
worthy of a purchase for those wanting to beat the game as it is for those wanting to collect the stories that showcase the rich lore of the Legend of Zelda franchise. A very in-depth guide to one of the best games of all time. ...more Mar 25, 2022 Avi rated it it was amazing I waited a long time to play Breath of the Wild and somehow avoided spoilers
until I was able to play it. The approach to Zora's Domain stood out in this regard--after the lizalfos with shock arrows, we're told that the rest of the road "poses no particular challenge" and then skipped right to arriving in the Domain. With our unofficial game guide we can teach you how to master the game! Do you want to install and play the game
on any Phone, PC, or Tablet? - Cheats and Hacks. Do you often find it difficult to beat certain parts? *UNOFFICIAL GUIDE* Are you looking to download and install the game? - Secrets, Tips, Cheats, Unlockables, and Tricks Used By Pro Players! - PLUS MUCH MORE! Disclaimer: This guide is not associated, affiliated, or endorsed by the Games
Creator and or Owner. Was there a beta version that was harder? Use it for reference instead. Enriching the canon of the game while shining a light on the sheer thought the creators put in to make the story of this game into a reality. It includes maps, guides to all shrines, Korok seeds, good loot, food including recipes, enemies and how best to fight
them and so much more. Through the game, you encounter ruins of former cities, homes, and garrisons that were overwhelmed with Ganon’s calamity a hundred years before the game. This book went a long way in helping me through the game from recommended paths to detail on shrines, side quests, items, armor sets, and a bunch more. This
guide will also help you install on the Kindle, Kindle HD, Kindle HDX, Any Android Phone/Tablet, PC, Windows Phone, Blackberry, or iPhone/iPad. A stunning work of art and incredibly interesting. Type: PDF TXT Date: December 2019 Size: 25.5MB Author: Thura Htet Aung This document was uploaded by user and they confirmed that they have the
permission to share it. But is is quite through, including everything you might want to know about the game. We cannot guarantee that this specific title will be available for download on each and every platform mentioned. With that said, here are my thoughts.What I liked:-Unlike in Creating a Champion, th The Complete Official Guide is a truly
massive (think the size of a textbook, with small font) reference book for Breath of the Wild. A very in-depth guide to one of the best games of all time. Certainly. ...more The Complete Official Guide is a truly massive (think the size of a textbook, with small font) reference book for Breath of the Wild. Just...don't read it all the way through. Would you
like to play like a PRO? ...more May 23, 2021 Ni rated it it was amazing Este livro ajudou-me muito a chegar aonde eu estou no Zelda.Gostei da parte em que mostrava as armas e os monstros.
Sep 19, 2019 Emma Marroquin rated it it was amazing Great for guides, walkthroughs, and random facts, but not if you're looking for concept art or
insider info. Note that I skimmed the walkthroughs for quests and shrines (since I've already done all of those), skipped the DLC section (since I don't have that yet and want to avoid spoilers), and had a library copy that did not include the "map poster" referenced multiple times in the book. So some of the most challenging parts of the approach--the
wizzrobe, the moblin--aren't even mentioned. It is a slog to sit down and read it. This haunting section is buffered by detailing how the cities that survived were surrounded with geographical protection. It also keeps things decently separated and labeled so if you want to avoid being spoiled on something or figure a puzzle out yourself, you can easily
get right to the info you need. The book would list elaborate combat moves, for example, and insist that it's impossible to progress or defeat higher-level enemies without learning them--but they're moves I never use, and I've beaten every enemy in the game without much struggle.-To contrast with this, there are sections in the walkthrough that are
bafflingly oversimplified. If you are author or own the copyright of this book, please report to us by using this DMCA report form. Would you like to get tons of resources? This book, by comparison, has encyclopedic scope and features hundreds of pieces of artwork, (both concept art and the finalized art for the game) with detailed descriptions of how
they brought these initial art concepts to life in the years of development for the game (and the changes they made to A gorgeous, page turning strategy guide worthy of this iconic addition to the Legend of Zelda franchise. Report DMCA Showing 1-30 Start your review of The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild – The Complete Official Guide –
Expanded Edition Feb 25, 2018 Sophie rated it it was amazing This book is a masterpiece. Following this guide you can get the game installed and begin playing right away in as little as a few minutes! Help, tips, strategies, getting coins, walkthroughs, and the complete guide are also included with the order. That's best found in Creating A Champion
:) ...more Bryan rated it it was amazing Oct 09, 2019 Brittany rated it it was amazing Mar 22, 2020 Richard Fong rated it it was amazing Jul 15, 2018 Trent rated it really liked it Dec 04, 2018 Melissa rated it it was amazing May 17, 2020 Kevin rated it it was amazing Dec 29, 2021 Jazmen Eison rated it it was amazing Jan 17, 2019 Paul Rush rated it it
was amazing Dec 13, 2018 Sandy rated it really liked it Jan 09, 2019 jakeballew rated it it was amazing Dec 25, 2020 K rated it really liked it May 24, 2020 best if you love the game to have a copy to look info up about the gem when you need it. Here are more details as to what is included when you purchase: - Professional Tips and Strategies. I
hadn’t put a lot of thought into the human cost of the calamity until I picked up the guide. I had become accustomed to strategy guides functioning like step by step quantitative equation. Again I found it especially helpful and I found the section on concept art quite charming.Now, can you find a lot of this info online? However, if you like physical
guides, I definitely recommend this one! ...more Nov 07, 2018 Esther rated it it was amazing
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...more Sep 03, 2019 E Vance Shearin rated it liked it This is more of a reference book than a straight reading book.
Again I found it especially helpful and I found the section I waited a long time to play Breath of the Wild and somehow avoided spoilers until I was able to play it. An entirely page is dedicated that memorizes what was lost in the calamity, showing a detailed picture of the cities that existed before the calamity… and the few that survived after. That's
best found in Creating A Champion :) Great for guides, walkthroughs, and random facts, but not if you're looking for concept art or insider info. How would that be a "walkthrough" that would possibly help anyone?-The text uses he/him pronouns for every NPC whose pronouns or gender aren't obvious in the game--even for beings like Dinraal, or for
characters like Beedle and Oaki for whom the actual game seems to go out of its way to avoid using pronouns for. Highly recommended to anyone who loves Breath of the Wild.
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